Harvard Puzzle "Song"
Instructions: Guess the words defined by
the cryptic clues (answers vary in length
from four to eleven letters, and four are
capitalized) then enter them in the grid one
after another in the same order as their
clues, starting in the upper left corner.
Across words that don't end at the right
continue on the next row, and down words
that don't end at the bottom continue in the
next column. Six across words and six
down words won't fit in the grid unless
one of their letters is omitted. Those
twelve letters, taken in order as they occur
in across and down words, spell a name
related to the mystery entry. Thanks to
Kevin Wald '93 for test-solving and
editing this puzzle.
Across
1. Spoken in hit musical
2. Prevent bee's head getting into honey
3. River goes meandering around middle of
Ozark
4. Novel Norma translated
5. Double game played after one
6. Safety cord disturbed fish
7. Serious Eastern foul-up
8. Display made by one in celebration
9. In duplicate, replace medium with large
fastening
10. Mike's keen and lean
11. Mystery entry
12. Latin one, used initially with a line, is
atypical
13. Conscious lacking the essence of insight or
judgment
14. Bishop's exclusion from book leads to
bitterness
15. Mark with violent rouge the place where
bodies lie
16. Preacher offers to house paladin
17. Elector's mad over covering up core of
control
18. Appraisal of property: about one thousand
19. One set to include small bouquet
20. Volcanic lava is fluid
21. Batter's right in fight to make noise

Down
1. Board plane in flight
2. Perhaps a mushroom is a source of pleasure
ultimately enthralling us
3. Soprano's song for a Greek island
4. Clean stained end of blunt knife
5. A tiny bit of zebra tomato
6. Nora is eager to take a hike
7. Philosopher embraces Hawaiian city
8. Holy one isn't a criminal
9. Rustic starts to round up bad eggs
10. Margie's shattered illusion
11. Office cleaner covers core of grime
12. Algae blooming around valve will get a
washing
13. BB, for example, eats everything onion
14. Man beginning to malt beer
15. Starburst engulfs earth flower
16. Reverse engineered to become more rigid
17. Beg Charlie to speak with unrestrained
feeling
18. Domain collapsed after removal of one
single-celled organism
19. Doughnut with a mix of orange and herb
20. Carry masculine emblem
21. Past tense for "not hidden"
22. Wrestling with everyone else
23. Keep out the German ringer
24. Level of unfettered greed to consume energy

